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Interactive atlas of coal mine maps in Washington
Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources

Interactive map of industrial mineral mines in Missouri
Missouri Department of Natural Resources

Interactive map of mineral resources and mines across the United States
U.S. Geological Survey

Interactive map of mineral resources in Arkansas
Arkansas Geological Survey

Interactive map of mineral resources in Kentucky
Kentucky Geological Survey

Interactive map of mineral resources in Maine
Maine Geological Survey

Interactive map of Missouri's geology and natural resources
Missouri Geological Survey

Interactive map of underground mines in Minnesota
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
Popular Maps & Visualizations

Interactive map of Washington's geology and natural resources
Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources

Visualization of the mineral resources in everyday objects
U.S. Geological Survey

Interactive map of water levels for major reservoirs in California
California Department of Water Resources

Interactive map of volcanoes and current volcanic activity alerts in the United States
U.S. Geological Survey

Interactive map of United States energy infrastructure and resources
U.S. Energy Information Administration

Interactive map of pipelines in the United States
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration

Interactive map of streams and rivers in the United States
U.S. Geological Survey